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AbstrAct
Purpose: The aim of his paper is to show potential of textile-reinforced carbon fibre aluminium composite with 
advantage of the lightweight construction of structural components subjected to thermo-mechanical stress.
Design/methodology/approach: The manufacture of specimens of the carbon fibre-reinforced aluminium was 
realised with the aid of an advanced differential gas pressure infiltration technique, which was developed at 
ILK, TU Dresden.
Findings: The gas pressure infiltration technology enables to fabricate complex carbon aluminium composites 
with fibre or textile reinforcement using moulds of graphite, but in future development the optimization of 
infiltration process is required. The load-adapted combination of 3D reinforced semi-finished fibre products 
(textile preforms) made from carbon fibres (CF) with aluminium light metal alloys (Al) offers a considerable 
lightweight construction potential, which up to now has not been exploited.
Research limitations/implications: Gas pressure infiltration technology enables to fabricate complex carbon 
aluminium composites with fibre or textile reinforcement using precision moulds of graphite, but in future 
development the optimization of infiltration process is required.
Practical implications: Load-adapted CF/Al-MMC, due to the relatively high stiffness and strength of the 
metal matrix, allow the introduction of extremely high forces, thereby enabling a much better exploitation of the 
existing lightweight construction potential of this material in comparison to other composite materials.
Originality/value: Constantly rising demands on extremely stressed lightweight structures, particularly in 
traffic engineering as well as in machine building and plant engineering, increasingly require the use of endless 
fibre-reinforced composite materials which, due to their selectively adaptable characteristics profiles, are clearly 
superior to conventional monolithic materials.
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1. Introduction 
 
Constantly rising demands on extremely stressed lightweight 

structures, particularly in traffic engineering as well as in machine 
building and plant engineering, increasingly require the use of 
endless fibre-reinforced composite materials which, due to their 
selectively adaptable characteristics profiles, are clearly superior 
to conventional monolithic materials. Especially composites with 
textile reinforcement offer the highest flexibility for the 
adaptation of the reinforcing structure with regard to complex 
loading conditions.  

The load-adapted combination of three-dimensional reinforced 
semi-finished fibre products (textile preforms) made from carbon 
fibres (CF) with aluminium light metal alloys (Al) offers a 
considerable lightweight construction potential, which up to now 
has not been exploited. The textile CF reinforcements embedded in 
the light metal matrix offers improved properties of these metal 
matrix composites (MMC), thus causing better creep resistance, 
especially at high operating temperatures, and good energy 
absorption behaviour, as well as increased stiffness and strength. 
For instance, aluminium composites with “tailored textile 
reinforcements” are virtually predestined for use in highly stressed 
components under complex mechanical and superposed thermal 
loading conditions. Such textile-reinforced metal-matrix composites 
offer extraordinary lightweight construction properties, even at 
higher permanent operating temperatures, and thus are clearly 
superior to classic fibre or textile-reinforced synthetic composites. 
In addition, load-adapted CF/Al-MMC, due to the relatively high 
stiffness and strength of the metal matrix, allow the introduction of 
extremely high forces, thereby enabling a much better exploitation 
of the existing lightweight construction potential of this material in 
comparison to other composite materials. 

However, a broad, seminal utilisation of this young group of 
CF/Al-MMC for lightweight structures is currently strongly 
inhibited by materials scientific obstacles as well as a lack of 
calculation methods, design principles and processes suitable for 
serial production.  

In the development of composite components made from 
CF/Al-MMC it is important to match the metal matrix alloy and 
the fibre as well as the textile reinforcement and the component 
structure to one another in optimal fashion, which inevitably leads 
to close interlocking of processes relevant to material and 
structure [1-13]. 
 
 
2. Choice of matrix and reinforcement 
system 
 

Good mechanical properties of carbon fibre reinforced 
aluminium are highly dominated by the control and the 
enhancement of the interfaces between the aluminium matrix and 
the carbon fibres. The poor wettability between carbon fibre and 
aluminium matrix is a major problem in fabricating CF/A1 
composite with attractive mechanical properties. This is further 
complicated by the possibility of a fibre-matrix interfacial 
reaction that can lead to a degradation of the fibre, and hence the 
properties of the composite. 

For aluminium alloys as matrix, wetting may be improved by 
a chemical reaction with the reinforcement which lowers the 

interfacial energy. Also the disruption of the oxide skin covering 
the liquid aluminium may improve the wetting behaviour. The 
parameters that are further influencing the wetting of carbon 
fibres by liquid aluminium alloys are the temperature, the contact 
time, and the pressure of the surrounding atmosphere. In literature 
four means of enhancing the generally poor wetting [2]: 
 matrix alloy modifications, 
 reinforcement coating, 
 reinforcement pre-treatment, 
 mechanical means. 

The characteristic profile of fibre-reinforced aluminium is 
influenced by the selection of reinforcing fibres and their interface 
in a controlled way by the variation of alloy compositions and 
process parameters during the production of the composite [3,4].  

Here a modified 226D aluminium alloy was used in the 
manufactures process. The alloy was prepared and modified in the 
Silesian University of Technology. For the modification of the 
initial alloy magnesium and strontium additions, in the amount of 
the 0.03 % Sr and 1 % Mg were used. The selected alloy 
composition are assures good technological properties especially 
castability and viscosity, moreover they improvement of the 
carbon fibres’ surface wettability, [14-17]. 

 
a) 

 
b) 

 
 

Fig. 1. Microstructure of aluminium alloy after solidification 
process: a) 226D alloy without modification, b) 226D alloy 
modified by 1%Mg and 0.03% Sr alloying additions 

The microstructures of modified and non-modified aluminium 
alloy after solidification process have been presented in Figure 1. 

Depending on the chemical composition, the silumin structure 
can be built in various proportions, from a mixture of grains of  
solid solution, silicon crystals and aluminium-silicon eutectic, and 
precipitates of intermetallic compounds’ phases (e.g. CuAl3). The 
eutectic - Si size and morphology of non-modified aluminium cast 
alloy and modified cast alloy observed by the optical microscope, 
(Fig. 1) [14]. 

Due to general poor wetting between aluminium and carbon 
fibres, Ni coating of carbon fibres and extremely high infiltration 
pressures and short time are required in the manufacture of carbon 
fibre aluminium composites. Therefore, gas pressure infiltration 
techniques have proven to be a particularly effective manufacture 
process, which allows sufficiently high infiltration pressures at the 
required high processing temperatures [19-21].  

As shown in literature [22-32] the use of fibres with Ni-
coating significantly improves the wetting of carbon fibres, 
having an impact on surface of phase division. In first 
experiments, commercial fibres were used, signed Toho Tenax 
HTS40 A23 12K MC from TENAX Company with Ni coating. 
The fibres were processed manually to woven fabrics (Fig. 2) 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. CF-Fibres and woven perform 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. CF-Fibres before removal of sizing 

The used Toho Tenax HTS40 A23 12K MC fibres contained a 
sizing based on epoxy resin. During gas infiltration the 
temperatures reach 700 C, which cause evaporating of the layer. 
In Fig. 3 the image of SEM microscope was depicted on which 
sizing grains are visible. 
 
a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

 
d) 

 
 
Fig. 4. CF-Fibres after removal of sizing depend on different 
atmosphere, temperature and duration; a) 450°/1h, b) argon 
350°/1h, c) argon 450°/1h, d) argon 700°C/30min 
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Fig. 2. CF-Fibres and woven perform 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. CF-Fibres before removal of sizing 

The used Toho Tenax HTS40 A23 12K MC fibres contained a 
sizing based on epoxy resin. During gas infiltration the 
temperatures reach 700 C, which cause evaporating of the layer. 
In Fig. 3 the image of SEM microscope was depicted on which 
sizing grains are visible. 
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Fig. 4. CF-Fibres after removal of sizing depend on different 
atmosphere, temperature and duration; a) 450°/1h, b) argon 
350°/1h, c) argon 450°/1h, d) argon 700°C/30min 
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Sizing removal was conducted outside the autoclave, in 
diverse gases and by diverse temperatures. The results of a SEM 
analysis are shown in Fig. 4. In each case removal of sizing was 
observed, but in case of heating in the air for one hour in the 
temperature 450 C (Fig. 4a), as well as in argon for 30 min in 
temperature 700 C (Fig. 4d), huge damages of the fibre structure 
and Ni-coating were observed. Thus for within further processing 
the reinforcement material preparation the sizing was removed in 
temperatures under 350 C in 30 min. 
 

 

3. Manufacture studies 
 

The manufacture of specimens of the carbon fibre-reinforced 
aluminium was realised with the aid of an advanced differential 
gas pressure infiltration technique (Fig. 5), which was developed 
at the ILK [4] for carbon fibre-reinforced magnesium.  

 

 
 

Fig. 5. High temperature and pressure autoclave in ILK 
 
The advantage of this technique is that, in contrast to hot 

pressing, the atmosphere in the fibre preform is reduced during 
the infiltration. The solidification takes place with a high gas 
pressure, so that significantly fewer pores are created during the 
infiltration procedure. Additionally, in gas pressure infiltration the 
decisive process parameters, such as temperature, pressure and 
infiltration as well as cooling times can be adjusted selectively, 
allowing optimisation of the infiltration sequence. 

In combination with adapted precision mould of graphite the 
gas pressure infiltration enables the manufacture of CF-Al 
composites. The advantage of the infiltration techniques 
compared to conventional techniques like hot-pressing is that very 
thin-walled infiltration tools can be applied, witch results in a 
better controllable process.  

A laboratory autoclave (Fig. 5), designed to process pressure 
of 100 bar at temperatures up to 1200°C, was initially used for the 
fabrication of CF-Al composites. 

The autoclave, which is equipped with two independently 
controlled heating zones from graphite, offers a capacity with a 
diameter of 150 mm and a height of 400 mm. The extraordinarily 
great bandwidth of variable material and process parameters in 
the manufacture of carbon fibre-reinforced aluminium by means 
of gas pressure infiltration methods requires a systematic 
approach in the selection of optimal parameters [4]. In the course 
of these efforts, the material parameters of fibre type and textile 
reinforcement and magnesium matrix were varied with respect to 
parameters: heating of pre-mould, mould and casting temperature 
as and infiltration pressure. 

The manufacture of specimens and components requires the 
conception, design and manufacture of precision moulds. Based 
on adapted requirement specifications of graphite moulds were 
selected. The moulds for plain specimen (Fig. 6a) enable the 
manufacture of plates with a length of 150 mm, a width of 65 mm 
and a thickness of 0.5 to 2 mm. 

The prepared preform was put into the graphite inner mould 
after a treatment with separating. Over the inner mould inside the 
outer mould (Fig. 6b) the exact amount of modified Al-alloy was 
evenly arranged and the whole mould was placed into the 
autoclave (Fig. 5).  
 
a) 

 
b) 

 
 
Fig. 6. Mould for plain specimen a) graphite inner mould, 
b) graphite outer mould 

In the first process step, the preform, mould and aluminium 
were heated to the temperature exceeding liquidus temperature of 
the modified aluminium alloy in vacuum condition. Applying 
neutral gas, it was supposed to prevent creating detrimental oxides 
during infiltration. After exceeding the liquidus temperature and 
initial infiltrating of the preform, high pressure was applied 
(Fig. 7c). The last step consisted in relative fast cooling of the 
autoclave chamber by ventilation with cooled protective gas. The 
course of process, registered by the autoclave equipment is shown 
in Fig. 8. 

The manufactured composite specimens (Fig. 9a) with 
dimensions 65 x 150 x 2 mm is characterized by a smooth outer 
surface with visible roving fragments from the carbon preform. 

Using computer tomography (Fig. 9b), and microscope analysis 
(Fig. 9c), fragment of the specimen was examined. The analysis 
showed acceptable quality however with minor areas of 
insufficient infiltration. Moreover, one can see growth of Al-alloy 
grains, which reduce mechanical properties of the composite 
material. Using ultrasonic methods (Fig. 10), quality of the whole 
specimen was examined. The analysis showed also acceptable 
quality of manufactured plates. The next step of the investigation 
is preparing of specimens from examined materials and carrying 
out strength test, which can determine the influence of individual 
process parameters on strength of manufactured material. The 
strength analysis is planned together with determination of fibre 
arrangement influence on material strength. 

 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 7. Gas pressure infiltration technique - procedural principle 
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Fig. 8. Temperature-Time-Pressure-Cycle of gas pressure infiltration process 
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Fig. 6. Mould for plain specimen a) graphite inner mould, 
b) graphite outer mould 
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a) b) c) 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 9. a) Manufactured CF/AL-MMC specimen b), CT-analysis of CF/AL-MMC specimen, c) Microscopic analysis of CF/AL-MMC 
specimen 
 
 

  
 

Fig. 10. Ultrasonic analysis of manufactured CF/AL-MMC plates 
 
 
4. Conclusion  
 

The first positive results of application of the gas pressure 
infiltration methods for manufacture of carbon fibres-reinforced 
aluminium are shown. The manufactured specimens are characterized 
by the homogenous structures and good surfaces quality. 

The gas pressure infiltration technology enables to fabricate 
complex carbon aluminium composites with fibre or textile 
reinforcement using precision moulds of graphite, but in future 
development the optimization of infiltration process is required.  

Reduces of the temperature and time of the gas infiltration 
process have a meaningful influence on the quality of the 
manufactured composite materials, because long stay of carbon 
fibres in temperature over the liquidus temperature of the 
aluminium can lead to the degradation of the fibre, and hence the 
properties of the composite. Significant task of following 
investigations will be choosing of strengthening material and 
coating. 

Extensive efforts should be expanded by different 
investigators in the development of fibre surface coatings to 

improve the wetting properties of the carbon fibres and to serve as 
a diffusion barrier to prevent possible degradation of carbon 
fibres. 

Application of carbon fibre is planned, reinforcing the 
manufactured structure in 3 directions - 3 D. Weave and bending 
of roving significantly hinder correct infiltration through 
aluminium alloy and application of the coating on carbon fibre. 
From this reason, it is crucial to make new investigations to 
choose proper 3D carbon fibre structure, allowing easy coats 
spread on carbon fibres as well as unproblematic carrying out of 
the gas infiltration process. 
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Fig. 9. a) Manufactured CF/AL-MMC specimen b), CT-analysis of CF/AL-MMC specimen, c) Microscopic analysis of CF/AL-MMC 
specimen 
 
 

  
 

Fig. 10. Ultrasonic analysis of manufactured CF/AL-MMC plates 
 
 
4. Conclusion  
 

The first positive results of application of the gas pressure 
infiltration methods for manufacture of carbon fibres-reinforced 
aluminium are shown. The manufactured specimens are characterized 
by the homogenous structures and good surfaces quality. 

The gas pressure infiltration technology enables to fabricate 
complex carbon aluminium composites with fibre or textile 
reinforcement using precision moulds of graphite, but in future 
development the optimization of infiltration process is required.  

Reduces of the temperature and time of the gas infiltration 
process have a meaningful influence on the quality of the 
manufactured composite materials, because long stay of carbon 
fibres in temperature over the liquidus temperature of the 
aluminium can lead to the degradation of the fibre, and hence the 
properties of the composite. Significant task of following 
investigations will be choosing of strengthening material and 
coating. 

Extensive efforts should be expanded by different 
investigators in the development of fibre surface coatings to 

improve the wetting properties of the carbon fibres and to serve as 
a diffusion barrier to prevent possible degradation of carbon 
fibres. 

Application of carbon fibre is planned, reinforcing the 
manufactured structure in 3 directions - 3 D. Weave and bending 
of roving significantly hinder correct infiltration through 
aluminium alloy and application of the coating on carbon fibre. 
From this reason, it is crucial to make new investigations to 
choose proper 3D carbon fibre structure, allowing easy coats 
spread on carbon fibres as well as unproblematic carrying out of 
the gas infiltration process. 
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